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Towards this aim, the present paper proposes a generic architecture for developing cooperative multimedia pedagogues: Intelligent learning environments that support system-user cooperation towards a shared goal and use multiple media for communicating with the user.
Although the driving force of this research is to support system-user cooperation, the use of multiple media makes cooperation between media components an important aspect of this research, as well. This is important in order systems to design information presentations for achieving tutorial goals, adapt to user preferences in media and modalities (presentation styles), and adapt to the availability of specific input/output devices, with flexibility.
Although the driving force of this research is to support system-user collaboration, the use of multiple media makes collaboration between media components an important aspect of this research, as well.
The proposed architecture comprises software agents that design information presentation collaboratively and interpret information from users by exploiting domain knowledge and contextual information. Each software agent collaborates and communicates with users using a single communication medium and cooperates with the other agents for designing an overall information presentation. Users are considered to be agents, whose mental state (beliefs, desires, goals, intentions) and plans are partially known by the system. As it will be shown, software agents form assumptions concerning users mental state and plans. These assumptions are refined and updated during system-user collaborative activity.
At each time point during cooperation, users share with the system a joint plan towards a specific goal. The user communicates and collaborates with the overall system to complete this joint plan. This means that the user and the system specify their beliefs and intentions in relation to their joint activity, extend their partial joint plan, and perform actions towards their shared goal.
In the following, I use the term «agent» to denote either a software or a human agent. The term «system» denotes a set of software agents that act jointly.
Research in multi-agent systems, dialogue systems, and collaborative planning techniques are collaborating technologies towards our research objective.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 examines the need for cooperative multimedia pedagogues. Section 3 describes previous work that is closely related to this work. Section 4 describes in detail the proposed architecture and section 5 describes the representation of different types of knowledge. Section 6 describes how the system exploits the represented knowledge to participate in a cooperative dialogue. Finally, section 7 sketches our plans for the future.
Motivation
To clarify our requirements from cooperative multimedia pedagogues, we must distinguish between three worlds: The domain (tasks, objects, situations etc), the world of information (information items related to domain aspects, alternative ways of communicating this information), and the context (mental attitudes, constraints that user face, dialogue history) in which humans operate with a system. As it is shown in Figure 1 , in order a system to support people to achieve their information needs, it must be able to understand actions, commitments, intentions, beliefs, and capabilities of users, share goals with them, provide helpful assistance with respect to the constraints faced, and communicate with people using the appropriate information items, being consistent with an ongoing dialogue. System and user may achieve this by communicating each other their mental attitudes, and being able to recognise the intentions of each other. This is further clarified in the example that follows. Figure 2 shows a portion of a dialogue, in which agents exhibit cooperative behaviour. In this dialogue, the user communicates to the system her desire to learn how to rotate the 3-D graphical presentation of a "plot 3-D command" using a specific software package. This goal can be situated in a larger context for achieving a more abstract goal, or the user may have started a new cooperation session. The system recognises the intention of the user, shares this goal with her, and helps her to achieve her objective. The intention is shared by all software agents, which start to cooperate towards completing a joint plan for assisting the user to achieve her goal. Exploiting information about the context of their cooperation, agents decide on a specific plan for rotating the 3-D presentation and inform the user about their choice. We must notice that the text agent forms an explanation using linguistic means (utterance 2), and the graphics agent marks the specific object, whose existence affected their choice. Notice that the system does not explain the terms it uses, nor it gives any further details concerning the objects it mentions (e.g. their location). At this point the system forms assumptions concerning user's mental state (e.g. the system believes that the user knows certain items of information concerning interface objects -such as their definition, function and position -and it also believes that the user agrees with the plan chosen to achieve the shared goal), and replies to user's questions being consistent with the ongoing dialogue. Ascribing mental attitudes to the user, the system is able to locate the information space that it shares with the user, and therefore, to determine the information content of each dialogue portion. 
8.Text agent:
After you have marked the viewpoint coordinate parameter you must press the rotate button in the toolbar. The rotate button is the one pointed on your screen. 
9.Graphics agent:

Figure 1: A portion of a dialogue between cooperating agents towards rotating a 3-D graphical presentation
However, the user asks further information concerning the "viewpoint coordinate parameter". The system recognises the intention of the user and the relation of her intention to the overall joint activity. It updates its beliefs concerning user's knowledge on the domain and explains this term. Exploiting information concerning their joint activity, the text agent identifies that the graphics agent has already marked this object and forms utterance 5. The graphics agent utilises a method for indicating the object and points to it.
Clearly, a master-servant relationship between learning environments, that aim to be cooperative, and users, is not appropriate for supporting a dialogue such as the one depicted in Figure 2 . A system that operates as a servant does not need to understand users intentions and actions, nor to share goals and plans with them. However, this makes difficult to participate in dialogues, provide the appropriate information when it is needed, recover from communication failures and answer to follow-up questions effectively. Barbara Grosz [8] describes in a very nice way the major differences between interaction and collaboration, providing clear examples for both of them. She makes the following distinction between interaction and collaboration: "Whereas interaction entails only acting on someone or something else, collaboration is ... working jointly with the others".
Summarising the above, we are motivated towards developing active learning environments that communicate effectively with people utilising multiple media, and that work jointly with people, helping them to achieve their information seeking goals.
Previous work
Research in natural language generation [15] has shown that in order a system to participate in explanation dialogues successfully, it has to represent and reason about the intentional structure of these dialogues. The intentional structure represents the intended effects of system's utterances, the relations between the intended effects, and the relation of these intentions to the structure of the generated text.
The construction of large and coherent texts, and the development of mechanisms for participating in advisory dialogues, motivated the definition of a plan language for operationalising Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) relations [15] . Operators in this formalisation specify their intended effect on the hearer's mental state (communicative goals) and/or their intended effect on the presentation of information (rhetorical goals).
Utilisation of RST operationalisations in multimedia presentation systems [1] [13] makes coordination and interaction between system components corresponding to different media necessary. Coordinated activity can be achieved in three ways: (a) Using schemata for integrating information generated and interpreted from different modalities. Schemata support a two-way interaction between different media components [6] [4] . In presentation systems, a schema can be seen as the result of a shared plan between different media components to affect "hearer's" mental state.
However, as far as system-user cooperation is concerned, as already pointed in [15] , schemata do not provide the explicit means to represent and reason about the 'hidden' plans behind system's and user's utterances. Constructed presentation plans are necessary for systems to interpret and answer effectively follow-up questions, and recover from communication failures.
(b) Using collaborative plans. A collaborative plan includes operators that refer explicitly to specific media components for presenting specific items of information. Collaboration is achieved via these plan operators.
Although this technique is very useful for coordinating activity, it requires mechanisms for avoiding deadlocks due to mutual requests between system components. Furthermore, to support collaboration between the user and the overall system using such a technique, the system developer has to enumerate all possible ways in which the user may participate in a cooperative activity.
(c) Using collaborative planning techniques. These techniques aim to provide generic mechanisms for representing and reasoning about cooperating parties' joint activities. They are based on distinguishing among common and individual plans towards completing a shared activity. Cooperating parties can be implemented as agents that ascribe beliefs and intentions to each other in order to complete a common partial plan towards a shared goal. Therefore, information communicated between agents in a multimedia presentation system can be understood in terms of their collaboration for completing a joint presentation activity.
Research in collaborative planning has been motivated by the need to develop planning formulations that will provide adequate treatment of collaborative behaviour exhibited in dialogues [12] [7] . Part of this work has been done in the context of developing systems which are involved in collaborative activities, and support coordination of linguistic and graphical means of communication [11] . B.Grosz and S.Kraus [7] have proposed a generic formal model for collaborative planning that deals with collaborative behaviour and assists the plan recognition process. As already pointed out, agents communicate and collaborate in order to complete their joint activity. At any point in their discourse, agents share a goal and a partial Shared plan towards this goal. A Shared plan models the set of beliefs and intentions that agents must exchange and must ascribe to each other in order to complete their partial activity. This mechanism allows collaborating parts to treat their mental states in an integrated manner.
Subsequently, this allows collaborating parts to trace the progress made towards completing their joint activity and interpret utterances of the other parts.
Collaborative planning enables us to investigate the multimedia generation and multimedia interpretation tasks in a multi-agent environment where each agent is responsible for a single medium. This provides our cooperative systems with flexibility to utilise different media, depending on the context of their interaction with the user. More than that, it provides the means to integrate users in this environment. Users are considered to be agents that follow exactly the same rules of behaviour with our software agents. Human agents participate in the completion of a partial plan according to the Shared plan formulation.
The present paper proposes building multi-agent cooperative multimedia pedagogues by integrating two (a) Collaborating agents have the same plan elaboration mechanism. Therefore, it is assumed that such a mechanism is known by all agents.
(b) Agents do not need to negotiate in order to decide on who (or which sub-group) will elaborate an abstract presentation plan. Presentation recipes for achieving communicative goals are shared and elaborated at the same time by all agents. However, to achieve rhetorical goals that are more appropriate to a specific medium, each agent instantiates and refines presentation plans using individual presentation recipes.
Overall architecture
An instance of the proposed generic architecture for collaborative multimedia pedagogues is depicted in The dialogue context realises the context in which humans cooperate with the system. It provides a blackboard facility in which any system component records its decisions and actions, and examine the decisions and actions taken by other components, and by the user. System components utilise the dialogue context during design of information presentation, and in order to interpret actions and requests from other components, as well as from the user. The dialogue context has the form of a recipe graph (Rgraph) [12] and is constructed gradually, as system components instantiate and compose common and individual presentation recipes. It contains information on parameters' instantiations, constraints and assumptions with respect to the user context, the status of each action with respect to the Shared plan mechanism [12] [3] , and indicates the agent that has performed each action. computations that result in a number of outgoing messages. These (input and output) messages realise speech acts such as "request", "inform" etc. Medium agents design the information presentation, and interpret messages from the other (software and human) agents within the context of their collaboration. Whereas agents perform presentation design activities jointly with the other agents, interpretation of input messages is performed individually by exploiting information in the dialogue context. Generally, during information presentation, agents must agree which tutorial goal to pursue, and must initiate a Shared plan for achieving this goal. Moreover, all agents must be committed to the success of their joint activity and exhibit helpful behaviour.
The content selection component is an agent that participates in the joint activity. The capability of the content selection agent is limited to retrieving information concerning domain aspects. It may receive "request" messages concerning information items of domain aspects from any agent and respond to them with "inform" messages. The mental state of an agent consists of facts about the world (i.e. the application domain), beliefs, capabilities, commitments, intentions, and goal adaptations. The exact form of these statements will be specified in detail in the next subsection. As it is shown in Figure 4 , agents
• update their mental state according to the incoming messages,
• elaborate their partial plans, extend them to achieve communicative and rhetorical goals, and reconcile intentions: They form potential intentions to goals, potential intentions that the agent will participate in joint activities with other agents, reconcile intentions and decide which will be formed as full-fledged intentions, commit 
Figure 4: Generic agent architecture
The mental state update mechanism respects the basic properties proposed in [17] : Internal consistency, good faith, introspection and persistence of mental state. Moreover, in order agents to avoid holding conflicting intentions simultaneously, special types of represented commitments, namely intentions-to and decisions, as well as intentions-that, must also satisfy the axioms specified in [7] . In simple terms, two intentions are conflicting if (a) their related actions are conflicting, (b) the related action of one of them conflicts with the proposition intended by the other and (c) the propositions intended by both of them are conflicting.
The plan elaboration mechanism is a hierarchical planner that has been designed to accomplish the plan completion process described in [12] in cooperation with the other agents. Each node of the plan is recorded in the dialogue context. At each node, the planner records assumptions it makes concerning mental states of the other agents (including the user), as well as facts, beliefs and assumptions about the context of cooperation with the user.
The interpretation module receives messages sent to the agent and attempts to interpret them in the current context of collaboration. A message may concern a follow-up question, a contribution to the joint activity, a new goal initiated by the user, or a termination of a shared activity. The interpretation module consults the dialogue context, domain tasks, as well as presentation recipes. Such interpretation algorithms are described in [12] and in [15] .
The user component, as Figure 5 shows, comprises two major sub-components.
(a) The user interface. This includes a dispatching component, components for realising the designed presentations and components for analysing and interpreting user input. Realisation components "display" media objects with respect to the presentation specifications posed by the agents. Interpretation components analyse user input and construct messages sent to the medium components and the user agent. In this way, all agents are "activated" to participate in the joint activity. All messages to the user, or from the user, are passed through the dispatching component to the corresponding realisation component and to the medium agents, respectively. the context of the user-system joint activity, ascribing beliefs and intentions to the other agents and updating its mental state. In this way, the user agent is aware of agents actions and intentions, and of their relation to the dialogue context. The user agent is the "representative" of the user in the system. It maintains and updates the user model according to the user input and to the assumptions made by the other agents in the system.
Figure 5: The user component
Knowledge representation
This section describes the propositional attitudes for describing agents' internal state, the basic communication actions used for agents' communication, and the representation of presentation recipes.
Figure 6: Domain knowledge and its translation to facts.
Internal State of Agents
As already mentioned, agents' internal state comprises facts about the world (i.e. the application domain), beliefs, capabilities, commitments, intentions and goal adaptations. meaning that the agent g at time t (and at any time point T>t) knows the fact φ. These facts may be common to all agents, while some of them are «private» to a subgroup of them. In our application domain, facts describe objects in the interface of a software package and tasks that users may perform using these objects. Objects are represented as concepts using the BACK [2] Description Logic. Tasks are represented as domain plans. Actions in the plan are taxonomised according to their functional abstraction [9] . Their position in the functional hierarchy is being represented by the indexing parameters used. For instance, the action indexed by 1.1 is more abstract than 1.1.1., (or, using the terminology of [12] and [7] 1.1 dominates 1.1.1. and 1.1.1. is subsidiary/contributes to 1.1).
Conditions of actions are tested against world facts. They enable choosing between alternative tasks for achieving the same function. The generic format of a task action is
(indexing, condition, action)
Knowledge concerning the application domain is exploited by the content selection component. Figure 6 represents a portion of the domain knowledge and shows how this is translated to facts that are forwarded to the other system components.
Beliefs refer to the state of the world as well as to the mental state of agents. They have the general form
Bel(g,φ,c,T B ,T φ ),
meaning that, if there is not information to the contrary, then the agent g at any time T, with T>T B , believes that φ will occur at time Τ φ with plausibility c. The plausibility argument expresses the degree to which g holds this belief and is a real number in [0,1]. Plausibility degrees of beliefs are updated by the mental state update mechanism. Currently, this mechanism does not use any sophisticated method for dealing with them. The plausibility parameter enables us to represent and reason about beliefs that an agent does not hold, about facts that the agent believes will not occur (Bel(g,φ,0,T B ,T φ )) but which may occur (or for which the agent may be convinced that will occur), and about facts that the agent believes they will never become true (Bel(g,¬φ,1,T B ,T φ )).
Capabilities of an agent g have the generic form
Cap(g,φ, R φ , T c ,C cap-φ ).
Such a statement expresses that the agent g has the capability to perform an action φ, or achieve the goal φ, by performing R φ , at time T c , in the context C cap-φ . The context parameter in a capability statement includes constraints and it is in close spirit to the constraints parameter of capability statements in [7] and to the mental conditions of capabilities in [17] . Constraints refer to the capability of performing, or achieving φ, and not to constraints for performing the action itself. We must notice that Cap statements are used both, for basic and complex actions φ.
They express the ability of g to execute a basic action, or its ability to find a recipe for φ and complete a partial plan for φ, respectively. In case g is a group identifier, it expresses the ability of a member of g to execute a basic action, or the ability of g to complete a plan for φ, respectively. In case R φ is a variable and φ is a complex action, then Cap(g,φ, R φ , T c ,C cap ) expresses the capability of g to perform φ independently from the recipe chosen. Moreover, belief to Cap(g,φ, R φ , T c ,C cap ) when R φ is a variable, expresses the belief that g has a recipe for φ and that g is capable to complete the partial plan for φ.
Goal adaptation specifies the desire of an agent to pursue a goal φ, and has the generic format
Goal(g,φ,Τ G ),
where Τ G is the time that g forms the desire to achieve φ. This definition allows the expression of mere choices, i.e. desires, for pursuing a goal [5] . It can not be used to express neither commitment to the performance of an action for achieving the goal, nor choice of performing such an action.
There are many different types of commitments that we do in our every day life and many of them have been also recognised in the literature. Commitments may be expressed as intentions to actions, intentions that a group of agents will achieve a shared goal, obligations, and internal commitments to make a statement true [5] . The
expresses the commitment of an agent g1 to an agent (or to a group of agents) g2, at time T cmt , to perform an action φ, or achieve a goal φ, at time T φ . The dialogue context in which g1 makes this commitment is expressed by C cmt-φ [7] . Using this generic notion of commitment we can now express what it means to hold an intention towards an action, and making a decision to perform an action.
Intentions to perform actions are expressed using statements of the form
Int.to(g, φ,T I , T φ , C φ ).
Motivated by the definitions given in [7] , we define "intentions to" as follows:
According to this definition, if φ is a basic action, g intends to perform φ, iff at that time g has a commitment towards φ, and has the capability to φ. In case φ is a complex action then g intends to perform an action φ, iff at that time g has a commitment towards φ.
We must notice that B.Grosz and S.Kraus defines commitment statements for basic level actions only. As it is defined above, an agent may also commit to the performance of complex actions. This is in close spirit with the definition given by B.Grosz and S.Kraus, since commitment to a complex action φ entails commitment to identify a recipe for φ and intention to complete the partial plan for φ. The above stated definition gives intentions as special types of commitments and provides a uniform basis for the treatment of Int.to and Cmt propositions by the mental state update mechanism of the agent.
A Decision to perform an action φ is expressed by a statement of the form
Cmt(g,g,φ,T Cmt , T φ ,C Cmt-φ ).
According to Shoham [17] , we define decision to be commitment to oneself.
Intention of an agent that a group will perform an action φ, or achieve a goal φ, is expressed by a statement of the form
Int.That(g, φ,T I , T φ , C int.that-φ ).
We must recall that although an agent may be able to form an intention, it may not be allowed to do so, because such an intention conflicts with other intentions the agent already has.
Communication acts between agents include the communication action types included in our basic framework:
(a) inform about facts and mental attitudes φ (inform(t,g,φ) ), 
Figure 7: Presentation recipes
Presentation recipes are operationalisations of RST for achieving tutorial goals [15] . As already mentioned, effects of these recipes are either communicative goals for affecting the mental state of the hearer, or rhetorical goals concerning information presentation. Figure 7 presents examples of presentation recipes. Each presentation recipe is specified to be either common, or individual with respect to some agent. As already mentioned, medium agents have individual presentation recipes for achieving rhetorical goals. These presentation recipes represent specific presentation methods that are better suited to a specific medium. For instance, the performance of the action INDICATE_OBJECT_LOCATION depends on the medium agent that performs it. The text agent describes the location of the object using linguistic means, while the graphics agent marks or points to the object. Each agent may have alternative individual presentation recipes for this goal. For instance, in case the object has already been marked or in case there is a pointer on that, the text agent can take advantage of this fact and provide a more efficient description of object's location. This is represented by the presentation recipe REFER_UNKNOWN_OBJECT in Figure 7 . Figure 8 depicts the dialogue context constructed during agents participation in the dialogue of Figure 2 , and describes the statuses that may be assigned to actions.
Exploitation of Knowledge
Action statuses give a high-level description of the mental attitudes (beliefs and intentions) that agents ascribe to each other to complete a Shared plan [3] [12] . Each action in the dialogue context is related with a status indicator. When this indicator has a value, then the corresponding action has already been related with all status values that are less than the current one (with respect to whether this action is basic or not, and with respect to whether this action is performed by the user or by the system). For instance, when status=5, then (a) the system has recognised that action and believes it will be part of a joint plan (status =1), (b) agents agreed that this action will be part of their joint activity (status=2) and, (c) depending on whether the action is a basic-level action or not, agents agreed to its performance, or have formed a plan for it.
According to the dialogue context, agents cooperate in order to achieve the top-level goal of making the user competent to rotate a 3-D graphical presentation of a "plot 3-D command". All agents recognise the intention of the user and form intentions that will participate in the joint activity. Agents, as indicated by the status value of the presentation recipe ENABLE, have agreed to a particular presentation recipe to achieve this goal. This recipe specifies that each agent has to identify a domain plan for rotating the 3-D presentation and elaborate on that plan. Therefore, the system activates all agents. They participate in the joint activity by elaborating the abstract presentation plan according to their individual capabilities. The FIND_PLAN is an individual recipe that is performed by the content selection agent. When the content selection agent finds the domain plans towards rotating a 3-D presentation, it requests from the text agent to inform the user about the number of alternative domain plans towards rotating a 3-D presentation and informs the system about the chosen domain plan. Then, the other agents (text and graphics agents) proceed to explain to the user why the particular plan has been chosen. A strategy towards this goal is to inform the user about the constraints that enable the execution of the domain plan. This is achieved by the common presentation recipe IDENTIFY_CONSTRAINTS. This presentation recipe is further refined by individual presentation recipes.
Action statuses 1
The agents have not discussed the action, but the system believes that it will be part of their joint plan. 2 The agents have discussed the action and agree that it is an element of their joint plan 3
The action is a primitive and the agents have agreed to its performance 4
The action is not a primitive one and the agents have agreed to a particular plan for the action 5
The agents have agreed that the user is forming an individual plan for the action 6
The agents have agreed that the system is forming an individual plan for the action 7 The action has been performed In this context, the text agent forms utterance 2 of the dialogue and the graphics agent marks the coordinate viewpoint parameter. At this point we must notice that both agents form assumptions concerning the user's ability to identify the coordinate viewpoint parameter and her knowledge about the definition of this object. Assumptions are formed in order agents to elaborate the recipe IDENTIFY_CONSTRAINTS, which requires this knowledge from the user (this is represented in the condition part of the recipe). On the absence of information to the contrary, both agents form these assumptions. As already mentioned, ascribing mental attitudes to the user, the system is able to locate the information space that it shares with the user, and therefore, to determine the information content of Status=2 has already been marked, and refers to this fact. The graphics agent points to the marked portion enabling the user to identify the object to which the text agent refers. At this point, both agents refine their beliefs about users' ability to identify the mentioned object. However, they still believe that the user knows its definition. Subsequently, the dialogue continues by elaborating the domain plan for rotating the 3-D presentation.
Plans for the future
This paper proposes a generic architecture for cooperative multimedia pedagogues and proposes techniques and methods for developing such systems. Key issues of this research are: (a) Integration of users in the whole system, (b) use of rhetorical structure theory operationalisations for designing information presentations, (c) support for collaboration between different communication media and between the user and the system, using collaborative planning techniques. The aim is to implement collaborative multimedia systems that communicate with their human partners effectively, independently of the available means for communication.
The generic architecture proposed enables developing multimedia systems that cooperate with humans independently of the media utilised, and that integrate humans in the system effectively. To support coordinated activity, the paper proposes the integration of two approaches. The formulation for collaborative planning proposed by B.Grosz and S.Kraus [7] and the approach for generating advisory dialogues proposed by J.D.Moore [15] . While the former approach enables effective collaboration between the agents (including the user) by providing mechanisms for agents to interpret incoming messages in a shared dialogue context, to agree on the actions performed towards a shared goal, and be committed to the success of their collaborators in the context of their joint activity, the latter approach mostly enables designing information presentations, recovering from communication failures and interpreting user input in the context of the information presented (e.g. follow-up questions).
Future research concerns:
(a) Evaluation of results concerning the use of a cooperative multimedia pedagogue and study the coverage of our system as far as the dialogue types are concerned.
(b) Use of advanced user modelling techniques for representing and reasoning about user's mental state.
(c) Investigation of the exact information that need to be communicated in cooperative multimedia systems between the medium and content selection agents, as well as between the user and the whole system.
(d) Development of effective decision making mechanisms for agents to decide what medium will present a specific piece of information. Such mechanisms will allow flexible decision making concerning media selection instead of having strict rules as to which medium will convey specific types of information.
